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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
According to the United States Population Census for 1940, there 
were 302,288 Negroes in Atlanta. Of this number, 25,528 were working 
3 
women, and 24,593 were children under fifteen years of age. 
Today, more than ever before, many women are doing their share 
toward the war effort, and it is evident that a greater number of 
women will be used as the war progresses. Marshall Field states in 
his article, “Children and Manpower," that the demand for manpower is 
4 
only in its beginning stages, especially in regard to women. Some 
of these women are contributing their share to the war effort directly, 
by entering war industries or military pursuits; others are contributing 
indirectly by relieving essential war workers of their home duties. 
Many of these women are mothers who must have care planned for their 
children. Various resources have been developed to meet the needs of 
these mothers and their children, among which are day nurseries, foster 
day care, and visiting housekeeper services. 
1 
Leon E. Truesdell, "Characteristics of the Population of Georgia," 
16th Census of the United States, 1940, (TVashington, 1942), p. 199. 
2 ' 
Ibid., p. 202. 
3 
Ibid., p. 198. 
4 
Marshall Field, "Children and Manpower," Survey Kidmonthly, (New York, 
December, 1942), Vol. LXXVTII, p. 323. 
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Day nurseries have been described as agencies where 
mothers may leave their children during their working hours. 
As time has gone on, ... day nurseries have expanded their 
definition of children who may be taken under care. Admission 
policies vary greatly, but a common consideration is the 
economic need of the family for the mother’s earnings. 
Increasingly, however, day nurseries equipped for such 
services have accepted children because of other conditions in 
the home, such as overcrowding, illness, or emotional stress, 
or because special care or training was needed by the children. 
... The better equipped institutions have increasingly provided 
for the educational and recreational needs of the -ore-school 
group among the children under their care, as well as for their 
physical needs.^ 
The problem of providing day care for the children of working mothers 
in defense areas is becoming increasingly urgent. Previously, these 
v/omen have been able to rear their ovm children, and for some, the 
separation from their children is an entirely new experience for the 
mothers HS well as for the children. Naturally, mothers are interested 
in what is to become uf their children while they are away from them. 
Today, fathers are going into the armed forces, leaving their families, 
with many new adjustments to make. In addition to this fact, the entice¬ 
ment which comes as the result of v/omen’s capacity to earn a high rate of 
pay in defense industries, is so great that mothers do not always stoo to 
consider the long term values. They are prone to forget what is best for 
their children's health and welfare. Many of them seem to forget that 
the type of care that a neighbor’s child is receiving is not necessarily 
the type of care that their child needs. They have not stopped to realize 
that each child has his own individual needs, and likewise each child 
1 
Cheney Jones, "Child "Welfare," The Social "Work Year Boole, (New 
York, 1941), p. 108. 
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reacts differently to a situation. With this in mind, mothers are re¬ 
questing services that are not always necessary nor best for the welfare 
of their children. 
The problem of care for her child v/hile she works is not a new problem 
for the Negro working mother. For many years sh9 has been faced with the 
problem of providing care for her child while she is away earning a liveli- 
1 
hood. Often it has become necessary for the Negro mother to leave her 
children alone to roam the streets all day, or she has left them with a 
neighbor v/ho was not working, which plan may or may not have be^n best 
for the children. Such children have constituted a problem for the com¬ 
munity for come time, and it was necessary for the community to provide 
supervision for them, prior to the present emergency. 
In Atlanta, as in many other communities, plans have been devised for 
the care of children of working mothers, among which is day nursery care. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to father factual information relating 
to the homes from which the children attending one day nursery come, and 
the connection between these environmental factors and the need for day 
nursery care. It was believed that such factors as the family composition, 
and the nature of employment of the parents of the children who were at¬ 
tending the day nursery would be beneficial to the community in making 
plans for the continued care of these children, and in gaining more in¬ 
sight into the needs of other children in the family group. Efforts have 
been made to determine the services which the families receive from other 
agencies in the community, in order to present a clearer picture of the 
■^Ira DeA. Reid, "No Place Like Home," In A Minor Key, American Council 
on Education, (Washington, 1940), p. 28. 
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family group as it relates to the local community. 
Attention was given to the extent to which increased employment of 
the parents has increased attendance at this day nursery, as well as the 
extent to which parents are able to meet the financial costs of the 
child's care. Recognition was also given to any facts that would show 
the amount of training that was carried over into the home, from the day 
nursery, and the facilities in the home for the care of the child after 
day nursery hours. 
Scope of the Study 
The study includes fifty-five families of eighty-three children who 
were attending the Herndon Day nursery at any time during November and 
December, 1942. There were seven other children of four families who 
were in attendance during these months, but these families had moved and 
it 7/as impossible to locate them, or to get any information regarding them 
except that which was included in the records of the Day Nursery, which 
did not contain sufficient information to make their inclusion in this 
study possible. 
Method of Procedure 
A schedule was prepared to secure information in regard to the 
families' social situations. These v/ere filled from information on the 
records of the Day Nursery, and by interviews with the families. Addition¬ 
al information was secured by observations made by the writer during a 
period of field work with the agency as a student in training. Available 
resource material on day nursery care was studied for the general back¬ 
ground. 
CHAPTER II 
THE AGENCY: ITS ORGANIZATION, POLICIES, AND PLACE 
IN THE COMMUNITY 
Origin 
The Herndon Day Nursery is one of two day nurseries which grew out 
of a series of conferences, “To Study the Negro Problems," conducted by 
Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, who was then the head of the Department of Sociology 
at Atlanta University. During most of the period from 1897 to 1914 
students majoring in sociology made annual surveys under Dr. DuBois' 
direction."^ In 1905 a survey was conducted on "The Negro Home," and in 
the regular Mother's meeting of the conference, the problem of day care 
for the children of working mothers was decided the most vital need a- 
mong Negroes at that time. A group of Negro women organized themselves 
immediately and began a fund raising campaign with the hope of being 
able to start some type of day care for children during the fall of that 
year. They realized that all-day care was preferable, but because of 
the limitation of their funds, it was considered wise to plan for free 
kindergartens where children could be cared for a part of the day. 
Gradually the Gate City Free Kindergarten Association, as the organi¬ 
zation was called, established five kindergartens in congested Negro 
neighborhoods of Atlanta, but it was evident that the needs of the com¬ 
munity were not being met as the children received care for only a part 
of the day, and the mothers were working long hours. 
1 
W. E. B. DuBois, Editor, "Beginnings of Social Work Among Negroes 
in Atlanta," The Phylon III, (Second Quarter, 1942), p. 105. 
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This Association was supported by individual contributions for many 
years, but in 1923 it changed its name to The Gate City Day Nursery 
Association, and was given support by the Atlanta Community Chest.^ This 
enabled it to provide care for longer hours each dayj however, the five 
free kindergartens were closed and replaced by two day nurseries. One 
of these, the Elizabeth Burch, is located in the north-east section of 
Atlanta. The other, the Herndon Day Nursery, is located in the south-west 
section of the city. 
Organization 
The Gate City Day Nursery Association has a Board of Directors, which 
is composed of sixteen members, and has as its chairman Mrs. Kempér 
Harreld. Mrs. Harreld gives a great deal of personal direction to the 
work of the two Day Nurseries. The Day Nursery Association is affiliated 
with the National Association of Day Nurseries. This organization sets 
the standards for day nurseries throughout the United States, and regular 
monthly service reports are sent from the member agencies to the national 
organization. The Gate City Day Nursery Association is licensed by the 
Georgia State Board of Public Welfare, and is a member of the Atlanta 
Social Planning Council, which contributes its share to the program by 
advising the Day Nursery Association regarding the best methods for plan¬ 
ning its services in order to eliminate the duplication of services in 
the community. 
The Herndon Day Nursery has as staff, two matrons, Mrs. Eva Belle 
1 
Louie Davis Shivery, "The Neighborhood Union," The Fhylon, III 
(Second Quarter, 1942), 149. 
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Kelly, and Mrs. Pauline Virginia Allen, who have charge of the direct 
supervision at the nursery. There is a kindergarten department which is 
conducted by Mrs. Hattie Carmichael, who has recently returned to this 
position after being away from it for several months. Student workers 
are provided by the Atlanta University School of Social Work during their 
field work experience in group work. These students participate in the 
group work activities, including the administration of physical care to 
the children. The cook, Mrs. Purdue, and the two custodians, Mr. and Mrs. 
Gorman, comprise the rest of the personnel of the Herndon Day Nursery. 
The Housing Facilities 
The Herndon Day Nursery is located in a densely populated Negro 
neighborhood on the west side of Atlanta. This section of the city was 
originally chosen because it was considered the neglected section of the 
city, and areas named “Beavers Slide," "Peters Street," "T/hite's Alley," 
and "Roach Street" terrified even the children because of the frequent 
crime which they saw there.^ 
Several years ago, the Gate City Day Nursery Association purchased 
the five-room building on the present site of the Herndon Day Nursery, and 
« 
in 1942 a new five-room gas heated unit was added to the original structure. 
This additional unit provides the infants and toddlers with free play space, 
one bedroom for the infants, a bathroom, dining room, and an isolation room 
for the children who appear to be developing the symptoms of communicable 
diseases. The latter room is rarely used other than for emergency purposes, 
1 
Louie Davis Shivery, "The Neighborhood Union," The Phylon, (Second 
Quarter, 1942), p. 151. 
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inasmuch as parents are advised to keep their children at home at the 
first signs of developing disease. 
The building occupied by the Herndon Day Nursery is equipped with 
roomy, well-lighted, and well-ventilated rooms. Toys of metal and cuddle 
types are provided for the children. The kitchen is furnished with a gas 
stove, gas water heater, cupboard and table. The two dining rooms, one 
for the infants, and the other for the kindergarteners and school children, 
are equipped with long, low regulation tables and chairs. Full size cots, 
where one child sleeps at either end, are provided for the children during 
the regular rest periods. 
Source of Agency Finance 
It was not possible for the writer to procure the exact financial 
report for the Herndon Day Nursery, since the report of this Nursery is 
combined with that of the Elizabeth Burch Day Nursery. 
These Nurseries are largely supported by funds from Fulton County and 
the Atlanta Community Fund. However, during the fiscal year ending 
December 31, 1942, there were several other sources of income, which will 
be seen in the financial statement below. 
Financial Statement 
Gate City Day Nursery Association 
For The Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1942. 
Receipts s 
Community Fund $4,998.00 
Government Subsidies 
Fulton County 1,500.00 
Atlanta 300.00 
Donations and Gif s 246.80 
Revenue, refunds from beneficiaries 2,123.64 
Total Receipts $ 7,668.44 
Expenditures: 
13 
Salaries and Wages $5,167.33 
Institutional and Office 929.83 
Educational 119.20 
Clients and Beneficiaries 5,255.80 
Total Expenditures $9,472.16 
In addition to the above, the Association was given a grant of 
$2,650.00 from the Whitehead Foundation with which to provide an addition- 
1 
al building unit. 
Policies and Program 
The families make direct application to the agency for services, and 
since the agency has no case worker or counselor to help with the intake 
and recording, the applications are taken by the matron who is in charge 
at that time. The apolication is composed of the securing, and recording 
of identifying data, and an explanation to the applicant of the ten cents 
per day fee which is requested. 
The children are divided into three age groups. First the "infants 
and toddlers," whose ages range from one to three years of age. There 
was an average regular attendance of twenty-five children in this depart¬ 
ment during the period of study. The children are supervised by one of 
the matrons, Mrs. Eva Belle Kelly, who is assisted by the students from 
the Atlanta University School of Social Work. 
The second group, the "kindergarteners," ranges in age from three 
years to five years of age inclusively, and their average attendance during 
November and December was twenty children. This group is supervised by 
1 
Excerpts from the Financial Report to the Atlanta Community Fund, 
by Mrs. George Towns, Treasurer of the Gate City Day Nursery Association, 
Atlanta, Georgia, October 31, 1942. 
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Mrs. Hattie Carmichael. 
The third group is composed of school children who attend the day 
nursery either in the morning or in the afternoon. This arrangement has 
grown out of the overcrowded condition of the public school system, where 
the children are permitted to attend school only four horn's a day. During 
one month, November, covered by this study, the children attended school 
in the morning, and came to the day nursery in the afternoon. During the 
following month, December, the children attended school in the afternoon, 
and came to the day nursery in the morning. This group is composed of 
children between the ages of six to eleven years, and is supervised by a 
matron, Mrs. Allen. 
The infants and toddlers are instructed in free play and group activi¬ 
ties during the greater part of the morning. After the noon meal, at which 
time correct eating habits are stressed, they have a rest period which 
lasts for two and one half hours. Following the rest period they are 
given a glass of milk, and later they are dressed to return to their homes. 
The "kindergarteners" have a more expansive program than the infants 
and toddlers. They engage in free play until nine-thirty each morning, 
following the breakfast period, at which time the children -who have not 
eaten their breakfast at home are given breakfast at the day nursery. 
The music and story-telling hours follow, with much group participation, 
especially from the boys. The girls are somewhat less aggressive, but 
fully compensate for this during the next activity which is creative art 
and drawing. In this area, the girls express much initiative and creative 
ability. If the weather permits, this group plays out-of-doors for one 
or two hours; if the weather is unfavorable they are supervised in free 
plgy indoors. The rest of the afternoon is spent in activities similar to 
those of the infants and toddlers. 
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The school age group which comes in the morning is taught such things 
as clay modeling, and creative drawing by their teacher, Mrs. Allen. 
(They have regular displays of their work at the day nursery, most of 
which shows concentration on dogs and other domestic animals.) The 
activities of this group are similar to those described for the kinder¬ 
garteners. The school children leave the day nursery for school at 
approximately one-fifteen o’clock each day, and only a few of them return 
to the day nursery after they leave school at five o’clock. 
The second group of school children arrives about one-thirty o'clock, 
is given a lunch, and goes to bed along with the kindergarteners, all of 
whom are relaxing on cots, and many of whom axe already sleeping. All 
of the children are permitted to get up at three-thirty o'clock in the 
afternoon and the large children help the custodian to put the cots and 
blankets away. After they drink milk, they are dressed to leave the day 
nursery, and depart at various times until five-thirty o'clock. For 
detailed routine see Appendix.^ 
1 
Appendix, "Daily Routine of Children at Nursery," n. 57. 
CHAPTER III 
THS CHILDREN’S FAMILIES 
The family plays an important role in the moral and emotional develop¬ 
ment of young children, especially during their earlÿ, and most impression¬ 
able years. 
Great importance attaches, therefore, from the point of view 
of mental efficiency and the stability in adult life, to the in¬ 
fluences which control the^development of conative trends during 
childhood and adolescence. 
For this reason, every effort should be made to provide a wholesome 
family life for young children. 
Due to inadequacy of income, and other environmental and social factors, 
such as broken homes, desertion, and illegitimacy, it is not always possible 
for the Negro mother to provide such an environment. Since these factors 
are relatively prevalent in the Negro home, and present quite a problem, 
it would be reasonable to expect that a large proportion of the children 
included in this study would come from broken homes. 
Marital Status of Parents 
The majority of the parents were married couples, most of whom were 
living together at the time of the study. The marital status in the fifty- 
five families was as follows* 





Unmarried Mothers 4 
Not Reported 3 




In three cases included in the thirty-one married couples, the father 
was temporarily away from home, two in the armed forces, and one was doing 
construction work at Pearl Harbor. The marital status as indicated shows 
that in thirty-one cases, or 56.3 percent of the total number of cases 
studied, the home was still intact, while in twenty-one cases, or 31.18 
percent of the total number, the home had been broken by separation, de¬ 
sertion, death or the parents were unmarried. 
Composition of Households 
Since day nurseries are generally used because there is no one at 
home to care for the children, it is important to know, not only the 
marital status of the parents, but also who is living in the home, for there 
may be older children or relatives whose presence makes it possible for the 
mother to leave her children with more ease of mind. In twenty-four of the 
fifty-five cases included in this study, the household group was composed of 
father, mother and children only. In eight cases the home was shared by 
mother and children only. In seven cases the households were composed of 
parents, adult relatives, and children, while in eleven cases the mother, 
adult relatives, and children lived together. In five cases the children 
were living with relatives, and neither parent was in the home. 
Table 1 (see page 13) shows that of the eighty-three children included 
in this study, thirty-six of them were living in homes which they shared 
with their father, mother, and older brothers and sisters. Fourteen of the 
children were living in homes which they shared with their mother, their 
father being out of the home. In eighteen of the households, with twenty- 
six children who were attending the day nursery, adult relatives shared 
the home with the immediate family group, while seven of the children shared 
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TABLE 1 
THE COMPOSITION OF HOUBEHOLDS BY NUMBER OF CHILDREN 
CARED FOR IN THE DAY NURSERY AND THE NUMBER OF OTHER 

















Total 55 109 83 19 7 
Father, Mother 
and children 24 45 36 6 3 
Mother and 
Children 8 19 14 2 3 
Father, Mother, 
Children and 
Adult Relatives 7 13 9 4 - 
Mother, Adult 
Relatives and 
Children 11 25 17 7 1 
Relatives and 
Children 5 7 7 - - 
the homes of relatives, as neither of the parents were living with them. 
There were twenty-six children in the households who were not in attendance 
at the day nursery during the period of study. Nineteen of these children 
were less than fourteen years of age, while seven of them were over four¬ 
teen years of age. Nine, or the majority of the twenty-six children,were 
living in homes which they shared with their father, mother, and their 
brothers and sisters. This shows that the majority, or forty-five of the 
total number of children in the households were sharing the homes with 
their parents. 
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In eighteen of the households, adult relatives shared the home with 
the parents and children. However, it will be seen, in the section, 
"occupation of members of the families," that this does not necessarily 
mean that these relatives were idle, for many of them were working. Among 
the older children who were in the households, two were married, and were 
working to support themselves while their husbands were in the army. Two 
others were working, and the remaining three were attending public high 
schools, and were away from home during nursery hours. 
Education of Parents 
Educational status of the parents ranged from completion of the third 
grade to four years in college, with twenty-nine of the total number having 
completed seventh or eighth grade. The degree of education of twenty-one 
fathers could not be ascertained, but considering those for whom this 
information was secured, there did not seem to be any marked difference in 
the educational attainments of fathers as contrasted to mothers. Of the 
two college students, one was a mother who was a graduate, while her husband 
had completed sixth grade, and the other mother had completed two years of 
college -work, but her husband was out of the home and his educational 
attainments were unknown. Details on education of the parents can be seen 
by table 2f (on next page). 
Health of Parents 
111 health on the part of parents may produce serious family dis¬ 
organization and even when this does not take place, the effect of sick, 
and, therefore, irritable adults, may be most demoralizing to the children. 
It was not possible in this study to compile detailed or medically diagnosed 
TABLE 2 
EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF PARENTS OF CHILDREN IN ATTENDANCE 





Educational Status of Mothers Not 
. Stated 
Grades College 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 
55 - - 2 3 1 1 6 10 6 8 5 9 - 1 - 1 2 
Grade 1 ». 
2 • 
é 2 - - - - - - - i - - 1 tm - «* - - - 
4 - 
5 4 - - - 2 - - - - 1 - 1 - - - - - - 
6 2 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - 
7 7 - - «■> - - - 2 4 1 M - - - - - - - 
8 6 - - 1 - - - - 1 1 1 - 2 - - - - - 
Hi. Sch. 9 3 - - - - - - 1 - - - 2 - - - - - - 
10 3 - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - 
11 é - - - ■* - - - 4 - - - l - - - - - 
12 4 - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 2 - - - - - 
College* 
1 a. 








health conditions, but there were certain obvious instances of ill health 
in the families of the children studied. 
In one home the father was suffering from chronic asthma, and the mother 
was in the city hospital pending the removal of a pustule. Before the 
mother became ill, she had worked as a domestic and had placed the two 
children in the day nursery. Yftien it became necessary for her to go to 
the hospital, the father, who was working on a night shift as a laborer, 
had to make other plans for the care of the children, since there was no 
one with them at night. He withdrew them from the nursery and placed them 
with a friend to whom he paid $3.50 per week. The friend lived so far 
away that the father was unable to visit the children daily, and found the 
arrangement very unsatisfactory. The children also were most unhappy in 
the foster home, although they had adjusted quite well under day nursery 
care. Sometimes this type of need is met by the services of a child¬ 
placing agency, which is able to give proper supervision to the children 
in £ foster home. 
In another home the mother was suffering from hypertension and an en¬ 
larged heart, which she stated had lowered her working capacity to the 
extent that she had been forced to accept part-time work in order to prevent 
the condition from becoming more acute. She realized that her physical con¬ 
dition has caused her to be nervous and irritable toward her three-year-old 
daughter; however, she was unable to avoid behaving as she did. The effects 
of this could be seen in the child’s behavior at the nursery, where she appear¬ 
ed nervous and anxious most of the time. 
In still another home the mother was convalescing from the second 
abortion within six months. She appeared thin, nervous, and emaciated, and 
stated that she has little patience with her three-year-old son. This boy 
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had a finicky appetite and as far as his mother was concerned, he was 
"just stubborn," and she spanked him often for his behavior at the table. 
He refused to eat any of the new dishes that she prepared, and preferred 
starches to any other food. He presented the same problem at the day 
nursery, and when it was suggested that he must eat his noon meal, he 
would invariably develop a temper tantrum, or begin to vomit in his plate. 
In two cases, bad teeth were reported as causing serious trouble. 
Both the father and mother in one family had swollen jaws and said that 
they were unable to work, while one other mother reported that the pain from 
her teeth was causing her great trouble; however, she had not stopped work. 
All three of these parents said that they could not afford to have their 
teeth repaired. 
In all, there were six families in which there was illness reported 
by the parents, or observed by the writer. As will be shown later, eleven 
families were known to the various health agencies in Atlanta, four of them 
to the Atlanta Tuberculosis Association. 
Occupation of Adults in the Families 
In each of the fifty-five families studied, there was one or more employed 
adult members. These included fathers, mothers, grandparents, aunts, 
uncles, and cousins. The occupations of these employed adults fell into 
1 
the following classifications. 
1 
Alba M. Edwards, "A Social-Economic Grouping of the Gainful Workers 




OCCUPATIONS OF EMPLOYED MEMBERS OF THE FAMILIES 












3 3 * 
ers 5 1 1 1 2 
Skilled 4 4 - - - 
Semi-skilled 15 3 5 - 7 
Other semi-skilled 5 3 1 1 - 
Unskilled 61 13 35 - 13 
Unclassified 12 7 4 - 1 
In Training 1 - 1 - 1 
Among those persons who were listed as "professionals," there was a 
female photographer, a nurse's aide, and a caterer. Among those listed as 
"clerks and kindred workers." there was a stenographer,$n insurance agent, 
a clerk in a dry goods store, an adolescent boy who was delivering news¬ 
papers, and a father who was a messenger for one of the local Corps Command. 
The group of "skilled workers" was composed of two fathers who were painters, 
and two others who were tailors. Among the "semi-skilled workers* in 
manufacturing companies, three mothers were operating machines in pencil 
factories, and another was a machine operator in a cosmetics factory, while 
another mother was a presser in a dress factory. One father operated a 
machine in a battery manufacturing company, one was a mechanic, and another 
father was a machinist's helper. Five relatives in the families were work¬ 
ing in defense manufacturing factories, and the other two were women who 
were operating power machines in a toy factory. 
There were five persons who fell into the classification of "other semi- 
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skilled -workers." These included three fathers, one of whom was a 
chauffeur, another was a deliveryman for an ice cream company, while the 
third was a cleaner. The mother in this group was a beautician, and there 
was a son in one of the families who was a chef. 
There was a wide variety of jobs included in the "unskilled workers" 
classification. There were thirteen fathers, three of whom were domestics. 
Three others were classified as common laborers, and the remaining seven 
fathers were each working on one of the following jobss mess attendant, 
tire repairman, stock-boy in a department store, building construction, 
laborer at a freight house, janitor at a bank. Thirty-five mothers fell 
into this general classification, and their jobs were equally as varied as 
those of the fathers. Among the mothers, there were twenty-five domestics, 
four waitresses in downtown tea shops, three elevator operators, two maids 
in department stores, and one poultry dresser. Thirteen adult relatives in 
the households in this general classification included two waitresses, one 
laborer in a railway freight company, one adolescent boy who was boot¬ 
blacking at a hotel, and a man who was wrapping packages in the Office of 
Price Administration. The remainder were domestics. 
Table 4 (see page 25) will show the number of hours worked by the em¬ 
ployed parents of the children who were in attendance at the Herndon Day 
Nursery during the period of study. The table indicates that the majority 
of the working parents, included in this study, were away from their child¬ 
ren from nine to twelve and one half hours per day. However, this does not 
necessarily mean that the children were not receiving adequate care during 
their parents’ absence, and after nursery hours. It has already been shown 
in table 3 that twenty-three of the twenty-nine adult relatives in the house¬ 
holds were working during nursery hours and were, therefore, unable to care 
for the children during the day. Among the six who were unemployed, one was 
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TABLE 4 
HOURS WORKED BY EMPLOYED PARENTS OF CHILDREN 
No. Hours ’Worker Mothers Father s 
Total 76 45 31 
4 Hours 1 1 - 
4t§- Hours 1 1 - 
5 Hours 3 3 - 
7g Hours 4 3 1 
8 Hours 16 7 9 
8g Hours 9 4 5 
9 Hours 20 14 6 
92- Hours 5 1 4 
10 Hours 2 2 - 
10^ Hours 1 1 - 
11 Hours 4 1 3 
llg- Hours 1 1 
12 Hours 1 - 1 
12-|- Hours 1 1 - 
Unestimated 7 5 2* 
♦In the army. 
a senile, paralytic uncle who was unemployable as well as unemployed. He 
appeared to have been in need of nursing carej however, he was left alone 
throughout the day, and until the children returned from the day nursery* 
In another household, a grandmother was confined to the bed, suffering from 
hypertension, and paralysis, and one of her daughters had stopped work to 
nurse her, while the other worked and supported the family. One grandmother, 
who was unemployed, cared for the two-year-old child in the family, and took 
the four-year-old boy to the nursery. She felt that the latter was old 
enough to be having a supervised group experience, while she did not consider 
this necessary for the younger child at this time. Another grandmother simply 
refused to care for two grandchildren because they were her son's step child¬ 
ren and, therefore, she did not consider herself related to them. Another 
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unemployed relative, an aunt, had complete supervision of the children, 
although the mother was in the home. This aunt sent the three older 
children to the public elementary school, and the fourth, a boy of five, 
was sent to the day nursery as he was lonesome and, therefore, hafd to 
manage during this brother’s and sisters’ absence. 
There were, however, five mothers in the homes who were not working, 
and three of these mothers said that they sent their children to the 
nursery in order that they might be freed of the responsibility of super¬ 
vising them during the day. One of the mothers said that she was so 
emotionally disturbed over her marital problems that she sent the children 
to the day nursery, as she felt that she was less irritable towards them 
when they were away from her during the greater part of the day. The other 
mother who was unemployed said that she slant her five-year-old son to the 
day nursery because he saw the other children going and wanted to go along 
with them. 
In consideration of the fact that twenty-one of the mothers worked 
between nine and twelve and one-half hours per day, it was noted that 
various types of care had been worked out for the care of the children 
after day nursery hours. This will be discussed in detail in the following 
chapter. 
Income 
As was previously mentioned, "a common consideration in determining 
the need for nursery care is the economic need of the family for the 
1 
mother's earning. In keeping with this, Doris Campbell states that* 
Cheyney Jones, "Child Ytolfare," The Social Work Year Book, (New York, 
1941), p. 108. 
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If the mother’s wish to work is based on the desire to 
create or maintain a certain standard of living, she needs 
to evaluate the importance of such a standard in relation 
to the effects of nursery care upon each member of the 
family. Often she may decide that ... improvement of her 
spending habits would negate the necessity for work. 
It was evident that due consideration had not been given to this, in 
planning for day nursery care of some of the children, as the combined 
wages of some of the parents averaged $195.00 per month, while others were 
as low as $87.00 per month. For detailed information regarding this 
matter see table 5. This table shows that the majority, or 19.00 percent 
of the mother’s wages ranged from $20.00 to $60.00 per month, while the 
majority, fourteen of the fathers, earned from $70.00 to $120.00 per 
month. 
In nineteen other homes, the mother had the entire responsibility for 
supporting the family, and in most instances the mother's wages were 
naturally lower than the combined wages of the parents v/ho were living to¬ 
gether. The wages of these mothers ranged from four who were earning 
$26.00 per month, to one mother who was earning $78.00. The writer noted 
several outstanding features, with regards to this matter, such as the 
fact that one mother was earning $26.00 per mofcth with which she supported 
four children, while another mother was receiving no wages during her period 
of aircraft training, but was receiving $85.00 monthly from her husband for 
the support of her child, through a juvenile court arrangement. 
In five of the homes in which neither parent lived with the children, 
adult relatives were supporting the children from their wages. In four 
Doris Campbell, "Counseling in the Day Nursery,” The Family, (March, 
1943), p. 29. 
TABLE 5 
COMBINED WAGES OF EMPLOYED PARENTS 
Monthly 
' 
Wages of Employed Mothers 
Wages of 00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 Not Un- 
Employed. to to to to to to to to to Stated em- 
Fathers Total 9.99 19.99 29.99 39.99 49.99 59.99 69.99 79.99 89.99 ploy- 
ed 
31 1 2 7 7 2 4 1 1 1 5 
40.99 - 49.99 1 • _ _ • mm 
50.00 - 59.99 3 _ 1 « 1 — wm - « 1 
60.00 - 69.99 4 _ _ • 1 1 1 « 1 
70.00 - 79.99 4 1 1 — _ — 1 rnm 1 mm 
80.00 - 89.99 3 mm mm 2 « • • _ • 1 
90.00 - 99.99 6 mm 3 2 « - mm 1 
100.00 - 109.99 1 mm — _ • - mm i • 
110.00 - 119.99 5 - « 1 1 _ 2 — mm ■ mm 1 
. Not Stated 2 - - mm mm 1 • • mm mm — 1 
In Arrry 2 - - 1 1 - - - - - - - 
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of these homes, grandparents were responsible for the financial, as well 
as the physical, support of the children, and their wages ranged from 
$26.00 per month, to $86.00 per month. In the other home, the combined 
Tirages of two maternal aunts averaged $106.00 per month. 
The combined income in the fifty-five families ranged from $26.00 per 
month to $312.09 per month. However, this amount included the wages of all 
of the employed members of the households. The income in fourteen house¬ 
holds was less than $50.00 per month, while in twenty-one households the 
income exceeded $100.00 per month. 
As has been stated in Chapter II, the policy of this day nursery is to 
charge a fee of ten cents per day. There are occasional exceptions in which 
this payment is not requested, if the parents' inability to pay is tnown to 
the matron. However, ten cents per day was being paid by the families for 
all of the eighty-three children included in this study. 
Fees should be considered at an early stage in the admission 
process, with interpretation by the counselor of the use of a 
sliding scale. Some explanation of the cost of care so that the 
mother may have a realistic view of the situation will usually be 
desirable, combined with careful consideration of the family budget 
and how the parents feel about determining the amount they can pay. 
It is essential also that they have clear understanding of the 
basis for deciding the amount of the fee and that the rate will not 
remain static if their situation changes. 
It is obvious from the -wide range of incomes of the families that are 
included in this study that a sliding scale of payment might well be 
advisable. 
1 
Doris Campbell, "Counseling in the Day Nursery," The Family, (March, 
1943), p. 31. 
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General Housing Conditions 
A study of the general housing conditions of the fifty-five families 
revealed that eighteen, or 32.7 percent, of the families lived in the 
Atlanta Housing Projects. The majority or sixteen of these lived in the 
John Hope and the University Homes, while only one family each was found in 
the John Eagan and the Herndon Homes. The families who lived in the housing 
projects were provided with the necessary sanitary measures, thus raising 
the standards of living. It might seem questionable that these children 
were not attending the day nursery located in the housing projects; how¬ 
ever, the one day nursery that was available to these children was located 
in the University Homes project, and serves the latter as well as the 
families in the John Hope project. This nursery was small and overcrowded, 
and it was hard to get children into it. 
Twenty-one families who were living outside of the housing projects 
had running water and bath inside of their homes. The remaining sixteen 
families, or 29.1 per cent, had outside facilities. These families lived 
in highly congested neighborhoods with little or no play space for the 
children. In most instances the children played out on the streets after 
day nursery hours. An instance of inadequate housing can be seal in the 
following illustration* 
Case i 
The S. family was living in one room of a dilapidated 
frame house, which was coal heated, lighted by a kerosene lamp, 
and the water and toilet were outside. For this, the mother 
paid $8.0' per month rent. These conditions troubled her 
greatly and she expressed a desire to press charges on the 
father of her two illegitimate children for a regular contribu¬ 
tion toward their support. She felt that the additional income 
would help her to raise the economic standards of her family. 
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She had. watched her children bring back into the home those 
wholesome habits which they were developing at the nursery, 
such as proper eating habits, proper habits of sleeping, and 
toilet routine* but what could she do to assist the nursery 
workers with this training process with housing conditions as 
they were? In addition to this fact, she had only one full- 
size bed, and one half bed in the one room, which was 
naturally dirty and smelly, due to the lack of proper venti¬ 
lation during the day. 
The distance of the fifty-five families from the day nursery varied 
greatly. Twenty-three of them lived from three to five blocks from the 
day nursery, while seven lived one block or less. Eight families lived 
six blocks away, and thirteen families lived seven or more blocks away. 
The rent paid for these homes varied from $4.33 per month, paid by 
one family for one room, to $27.00, paid by another family for four rooms. 
The average rent paid was between $12.00 and $15.00, per month. Two 
families owned their homes, or were buying them. Table 6 shows the amount 
of rent paid by the number of rooms occupied. 
Contacts with Other Agencies 
It is customary for agencies working with families and children in 
Atlanta to clear all cases with the Social Service Index, in order to avoid 
duplication of services, and to make use of other agencies’ experiences 
with the families. The policy of the Herndon Day Nursery is to clear all 
cases, but of the fifty-five families included in this study, only thirteen 
had been cleared with the Social Service Index. It is obvious that without 
the kind of case work service v.'hich could make use of Index information, the 
mere clearance of the cases would be meaningless. 
The writer cleaned all fifty-five cases studied, with the Index, with 
the following results. Of the fifty-five families, forty-three were known to 
TABLE 6 
AMOUNT CF RENT PAID BY NUMBER OF ROOMS OCCUPIED 
Amount 
Of Rent Total 
No. of 
Rooms 1 1* 2 2-- 3 si 4 4i 5 6 ei 7 
55 7 - 9 - 15 3 5 9 2 3 1 • 1 
0 - 2.99 • mm mm mm «, _ mm m « _ mm 
3.00 - 5.99 1 1 m. mm mm mm • mm mm mm mm 
6.00 - 8.99 6 3 mm 1 mm 2 mm mm mm mm « m mm 
9.00 - 11.99 13 2 mm 5 _ 5 1 mm mm mm 
12.00 - 14.99 16 1 mm 1 _ 7 mm 3 3 mm 1 mm «• 
15.00 - 17.99 5 — mm 1 - 1 - 3 mm mm mm » 
18.00 - 20.99 7 • mm 1 - » mm 1 3 2 mm mm mm 
21.00 - 23.99 3 mm mm •» 2 _ • 1 mm mm •a 
24.00 and over 2 mm — — • _ - • 1 mm mm 1 
Ownership 2 - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 - a* 
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other agencies, and twelve were not known to any agency in Atlanta. The 
majority, or twenty-five of the known families, were known to one or two 
agencies, and eleven families were known to three agencies. Four families 
were known to four agencies each, while three others were known to five 
agencies each. 
As shown by table 7, thirty-four of these fifty-five families have 
been known to agencies in the field of family and child care, twenty-five 
of this number being known to the Department of Public 7.relfare. Twenty 
of the families were known to the courts of Atlanta, seven of this number 
being known to Juvenile Court. Eleven of the families were known to 
TABLE 7 
AGEîîCY CLEAP.A1TCES OF FIFTY-FIVE FAMILIES WITH SOCIAL 
SERVICE INDEX 
Adult County Probation Office  13 
Atlanta Housing Authority  15 
Atlanta Thrift Society  1 
Battle Hill Sanitorium  1 
Children’s Division - Fulton County Department of 
Public Welfare  3 
City Health Department  1 
Child Welfare Association of Fulton and 
DeKalb Counties ..........  3 
Fulton County Department of Publio Welfare  22 
Federal Housing Projects, Columbus, Georgia .  1 
Family Welfare Society   .. . 5 
Fulton County Relief Administration  1 
Grady Hospital Social Service  3 
Good Samaritan Clinic  1 
Juvenile Court  7 
Legal Aid Society  4 
Elizabeth Burch Day Nursery  1 
Public Health Nurse Association, Columbus, Ga 1 
Tuberculosis Association  ......  4 
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health agencies. Inquiries have been made by various housing projects in 
sixteen cases, and five of the families were known to the Legal Aid Society 
or to the Atlanta Thrift Society. From table 7 it will be seen that not 
only were many of the families in touch with other agencies, but the majority 
of them were known to other agencies working with families and children. 
While no attempt was made to discover the nature and extent of the services 
rendered the families by the agencies, or the years during which these con¬ 
tacts were made, it is obvious that there should be a very close cooperation 
between the nursery and the other agencies in the community. 
Social and Economic Problems Observed 
The fact that so many of these families 7/ere known to other agencies, 
in itself indicates the variety of social and economic problems with which 
these families v/ere confronted. Without thorough case study, it would be 
impossible to do more than generalize as to the nature of these problems. 
However, in the course of the interviews held with the families, there 
y/ere certain outstanding problems v/hich v/ere observed. Health conditions 
have already been discussed, and there v/ere also numeroud instances of 
marital, and family discord, such as the following: 
Case 2 
Mrs. M. seemed dissatisfied with her husband because he 
refused to give up his job as an elevator operator, and aoply 
for defense work in v/hich he could earn more money. Mr. M. 
contended that although he could undoubtedly earn more money 
in a defense industry, he had held his present job for a number 
of years, and he did not think it v/as wise for him to give it up 
in order to apply for a job that has "developed over night," and 
may disappear equally as quickly. 
This difference in opinion between the parents had created 
much friction in the home, and Mrs. M. stated that she had become 
so nervous and upset over it that she could not bear to hear the 
children’s noise during the day. For this reason she took the 
children to the day nursery in order to relieve herself cf the 
responsibility of caring for them throughout the day. 
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As has been stated under "marital status,” there were four cases of 
unmarried mothers, with six children. This in itself constitutes a real 
problem for which case work services are unquestionably needed. 
Jones says that: 
Many of these mothers are themselves children and are in 
need of the care and protection of social agencies. Various 
studies have shown that the girls under eighteen years of age 
comprise one-fourth or more of the total number of unmarried 
mothers.^ 
An example of such a situation is indicated in the follovfing case: 
Case 3 
Marjorie, an adolescent girl, lived at home with her parents in a 
small town in Georgia. She became pregnant and fled to Atlanta for 
protection from the gossipers in the community. She had sisters in 
Atlanta who would support her until she v/as over this trying ordeal 
and able to return to her own community, and resume her place there. 
The arrangement worked out according to plan, and as soxn as Marjorie 
was able to return to her home, she did so, leaving behind an infant 
son to be reared by her sisters. 
The child is now two years old, and in need cf medical attention, 
and although hi3 aunts are able to provide for him comoaratively 
well, they are not able to provide him with necessary medical at¬ 
tention, and because of the residence laws, the city hospital refuses 
tc give him the necessary services. 
Family discord is another factor which appeared in numerous cases, 
such as is indicated in the following case: 
Case 4 
The R. children were being reared by maternal grandparents; 
the grandmother was thoroughly disgusted with her daughter who had 
married following the birth of illegitimate twins. Shortly there¬ 
after, she and her husband had marital difficulties, resulting in 
their separation, and her return to the home of her childrens 
father. She assumed little responsibility for the support of the 
children, who were apparently quite attached to her. At the 
nursery, during September and the first weeks of October, these 
Jones, Cheney, ”Day Nurseries, Foster Day Care, and Visiting House¬ 
keeper Services,* Social 7trork Year Book, (New York, 1941), p. 181. 
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children explained quite firmly that they had not registered in 
elementary school because their mother was coming to get them, 
and take them to make their home with her and their alleged 
father in Detroit, Michigan, 
To the time of the interview (2-20-43), the mother had not-kept 
her promise, and the children were losing faith. Ko longer do 
they mention their mother and her promises, but they have accept¬ 
ed the idea of entering public school in Atlanta "until mother 
arrives." This disappointment must have been a terrific emotional 
strain on the children, one of whom was not able to complete the 
work of low second grade, while the other was able to make the 
adjustment. 
Other instances of social and economic problems among the families 
studied were observed by the writer in the area of insufficient income, 
such as shown in cases 5 and 6. 
Case 5 
In one such home, a boy of six years and his four-year-old 
sister, half orphans, were being suoported by a maternal aunt, 
who was also partially supporting her aged invalid brother. 
The children’s father was living in Atlanta, but had deserted 
them following the death of their mother, and he assumed no 
responsibility for their support. The aunt's wages, $26.00, 
were quite inadequate to support the family, but she was at¬ 
tempting to do her best by them. 
Case 6 
In another home, mother and father were separated and the 
mother’s wages were marginal. She expressed much anxiety about 
her two-year-old son’s hearing, which had been affected by a 
recent attack of cerebro-spinal meningitis. Due to the loss of 
the child’s hearing, the speech, too, was affected, and the 
mother was deeply distressed by this condition. 
On the subject of problems growing out of bad relationships between 
parents and children, Flugel says: 
In recent times the relationship by marriage which has attracted 
most attention is that of parent-in-law and child-in-law. In view 
of the complex nature of the relations which take place in the course 
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of normal development, it is only to be expected that when a 
a person suddenly acquires, as it were, new oarents by the act 
of marriage, he should experience some difficulty.in establishing 
a satisfactory relationship with these new parents, with v/hom, 
unlike his original o^rents, he may have had little time or 
opportunity to grow /sic/ acquainted. 
Such a condition was found in one of the families interviewed: 
Case 7 
Mrs. L. died of tuberculosis two years ago. The father 
appeafed quite devoted to his four-year-old daughter, and had 
recently married, but the step mother expressed much insecurity 
in her relationship with the child. Mr. L. showered much 
affection on the child and this tended to threaten the step 
mother’s security. She said that the child was well behaved 
during the time that she was attending the Herndon day nursery, 
but as soon as she was withdrawn from the day nursery, and "given 
more freedom with her father," her behavior became unbearable. 
Mrs. L. was anxious to return to work and have the day nursery 
services renewed, but Mr. L. objected to such an arrangement, 
contending that a wife's place is in the home. Such questions 
tend to set up unbearable tensions within the family group, and 
thus negate the values of the day nursery program, if they do 
not receive proper consideration. 
Summary 
The facts given in this chapter show that the majority of the 
children attending the Herndon Day Nursery during November and December 
of 1942 were children of married parents who were both living together, 
and in most instances there were no tther adult relatives sharing the 
home. In the majority of families both parents were working and their 
incomes ’were sufficient to provide adequately for their families. A large 
proportion of the families lived in the Atlanta Housing Projects where 
adequate housing facilities were provided for them, but the majority of 
those living outside of the Projects were subjected to subnormal conditions. 
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Many of the social problems observed or indicated suggest a need for 
case work consideration or further research. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE CHILDREN 
Ages and Sex of the Children in the Day Nursery 
As has been previously stated, the Herndon Day Nursery was establish¬ 
ed to care for children from six months to twelve years of age. The 
ages and sex of the eighty-three children included in this study can be 
seen by table 8. 
TABLE 8 
AGES AND SEX OF EIGHTY-THREE CHILDREN ATTENDING 
HERNDON DAY NURSERY, NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER, 1942 
Ages in Years Total Male Female 
Total 83 45 38 
1-4 26 14 12 
4-6 30 16 14 
6-10 27 15 12 
Table 8 shows that there were forty-five boys and thirty-eight 
girls in attendance at the nursery during the period of study. The 
majority of the children, thirty, were between the ages of three and five 
years of age. Twenty-six were three years of age or younger, while 
twenty-seven were over six years of age, or children of school age. The 
ages of the boys ranged from one to eight years, and of the girls, from 
one to ten years. Twelve girls and fifteen boys were of school age. The 
care of these school age children is complicated by the fact that over¬ 
crowding of Atlanta's Negro public schools has resulted in "double shifts," 
which means that some of these children go to school in the morning and 
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some of them in the afternoon. 
Daily Routine of Children 
Records did not show the exact attendance of the children during the 
period of study. However, from observations the writer feels that in 
general, the children attended fairly regularly. More absences occurred 
on Saturday than any other day, which is probably due to the fact that 
the nursery is open only until three o'clock on Saturday. Many of the 
mothers reported that they left their children with relatives or friends 
who were not working on Saturday, or paid someone to care for them, as 
they felt that this arrangement r/as less expensive, than paying for their 
care for a part of the day at the nursery, and for the rest of the day 
with someone else. 
For the most part, very good sleeping habits were reported for the 
children. Fifty-seven of the eighty-three children were said by the 
mothers or relatives car.ihg for them to sleep from ten to eleven and 
one-half hours every night. While this means that the children were get¬ 
ting plenty of sleep, it also means that since the majority of the parents 
were working long hours, there must be very little time when these parents 
and children enjoy each other's companionship. 
There were three children, one of whom was under one year of age, who 
were reported as getting only seven hours of sleep at night. Teagarden 
states that "resistance to disease ... is lowered by insufficient sleep." 
Some illustrations of bad sleeping habits are seen by cases 8 and 9: 
1 
Florence M. Teagarden, "Some Fundamental Physical Habits," Child 
Psychology for Professional Workers, (Hew York, 1940), p. 189. 
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Case 8 
Both of Betty’s parents were less than -twenty-five years 
of age, and seemed quite immature. They expressed little in¬ 
sight regarding Betty’s needs. They stated that although Betty 
was only a year old, they could not force her to go to bed earlier 
than eleven o’clock at night, and that she awoke before seven 
o’clock each morning. This child had a chronic cold, and during 
January, 1943, she developed pneumonia and had to b9 hospitalized. 
Case 9 
In another home, eight-year-old twins resided 'with their 
maternal grandparents, and the children slept on an average of 
seven hours each night. The grandmother worked at night as a 
maid in a local hotel, and she stated that the children awoke 
to greet her 'when she came home from work early each morning. 
These children had been deserted by both parents. In addition 
to this fact, they were recently disappointed by their mother 
■who promised to return for them and give them the privilege of 
making their home with her, and she had failed them. For this 
reason there may be the possibility that they fear the grand¬ 
mother, tcc, would go away and net return to them. 
Teagarden states that "such situations might cause children to 
1 
develop po;jr habits of sleep." in addition to this, she says* 
Oftentimes little children insist on more and more activity 
until their behavior amounts almost to hysteria. They are then 
too tired to go to sleeo and they have to have help in learning 
the art of relaxing. Parents should be aware of the psychological 
necessity for sleeg in order to appreciate the desirability of 
good sleep habits. 
The kind of case 'work service which would make a clearer tie-up be¬ 
tween the nursery and the home, might make it possible to modify the home 
care of some of these children, or if that was not possible, the nursery. 
Florence IL. Teagarden, "Some Fundamental Physical Habits," Child 
Psychology for Professional Yforkers, (New York, 1940), pp. 189-201. 
^Ibid., p. 177. 
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might be able to see that the children get more sleep during nursery 
hours. 
In cases where children are brought to the nursery without breakfast, 
the nursery serves breakfast from 7*00 to 8:30 o’clock. Nine of the eighty- 
three children studied had breakfast daily at the day nursery during the 
period of study. The usual reason given by the mothers of these children 
for not serving breakfast at home was that they had to go to work so early 
that they did not have time to prepare and serve breakfast. Others ex¬ 
plained that they ate their own breakfast at their places of employment, 
and were trying to "make ends meetM by sending the children to the 
nursery for breakfast. 
In addition to the nine children who regularly had their breakfast at 
the nursery, there were others who were served breakfast irregularly. 
Sometimes this meant that the child had no breakfast on the days when he 
did not get it at the nursery. Instances of this are indicated by cases 
10 and 11. 
Case 10 
Julia's mother was a domestic, and had to go to work early 
each morning. She had to go a great distance, and was, there¬ 
fore, forced to leave home no later than six-thirty o'clock. 
Since the mother did not see the necessity for awakening Julia 
at such an early hour, she left her in bed, where she remained 
until it was time for her to go to school. It must be under¬ 
stood that the public school system provides the children in the 
elementary grades with two, four-hour sections per day, in order 
to alleviate the overcrowded conditions in the school. Julia, 
being eight years old, and finding no breakfast fixed for her when 
she awoke, dressed and Virent immediately to school, or to the 
nursery if she happened to be attending afternoon classes. Regard¬ 
less of the school arrangement she arrived at the nursery too late 
to receive her breakfast. 
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Case 11 
A similar situation existed in eight-year-old Carrie's 
home. Her mother was a nurse's aide, and she, too, had to be at 
work early in the morning. Carrie's mother stated that she want¬ 
ed to stay at home later in order to prepare Carrie’s breakfast, 
but since she had no other source of income this could not be 
arranged, and she left Carrie with the responsibility of getting 
to the nursery in time for breakfast or going without it. 
It would seem that there should be a clearer understanding between 
the nursery and the home regarding the arrangements for the children's 
breakfast, in order that no child should be permitted to go without the 
meal entirely. 
The largest number of the children, twenty-six, was brought to the 
nursery by their mothers, and the next largest number, eighteen, came 
without any escort. Sixteen were brought by older children, ten by other 
relatives} fathers brought eight cf the children, and neighbors brought 
five. Many of the mothers brought their children while on the way to 
work, or older children brought younger brothers and sisters on their 
way to school. The arrangements for getting children home from the 
nursery were slightly different. Twenty-three children were called for 
by their mothers, twenty-five went home alonej fourteen were called for 
by older ohildren, eight -were taken home by other relatives, and eight 
by neighbors, while fathers called for five. 
Provisions for Care before Admission to 
Day Nursery 
Prior to their admission to the Herndon Day Nursery, forty-seven of the 
eighty-three children were cared for by their mothers, who were then un¬ 
employed. The remaining thirty-six children had other arrangements worked 
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out for their oare. These facts indicate that for the majority of the 
children who were attending the Herndon Day Nursery during November and 
December of 1942, entrance into the day nursery meant deprivation of care 
by their own mothers. 
Twelve of the children had been cared for previously by neighbors. 
This care was not given gratuitously, but was paid for by the parents at 
costs that ranged from $1.00 to $2.50 per child per week. The majority 
of these parents intimated that this fact above all others made them 
grateful for the services which they received at the day nursery for the 
nominal fee of ten cents a day. 
Case 12 
The two children in the K. home had been previously cared 
for by a maid. The K.'s felt that they were able to provide 
special care for their children, since all of the adult members 
were gainfully employed. Mr. K. was earhing $27.50 per week, and 
Mrs. K., a caterer, was also earning a good salary. Her son by a 
former marriage was employed as a chef in a downtown restaurant 
and was earning $18.00 per week. This family later decided to 
place the children in the nursery as it would cost much less than 
the maid’s services. However, they were also Paying fifty cents 
per day to a neighbor for the care of their children after day 
nursery hours, and until one of the parents returned from work. 
Case 13 
The mother of one child stated that before he was admitted 
to the Herndon Day Nursery, she had carried him to his maternal 
aunt’s home. This had necessitated awakening the child quite 
early in the morning, in order that the mother could get to work 
on time• 
Other mothers reported that they had left their children with "first 
one and then another relative," which meant that the children were con¬ 
tinuously having to make new adjustments to the different people who were 
responsible for their care. 
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These facts indicate that we should be increasingly aware of the 
factors which are involved in a child’s environment, in order that the 
day nursery program shall not have a tendency to contribute to family 
breakdown. 
TABLE 9 
PROVISIONS FOR CARE PRIOR TO DAY NURSERY CARE 
Care Provided prior to 
Day Nursery Care Total 
. ___ 
Mother    47 
Relatives no longer in Home   9 
' Older Child  3 
Maternal Grandmother  3 
Maternal Aunt  5 
Other Day Nursery Care   . 11 
Neighbor   2 
Provisions for Care of Children During Illness 
One may sometimes wonder what becomes of the children who attend 
the day nursery, when they are sick, and their mothers are working away 
from home. Careful study of this matter revealed that among the eighty- 
three children, the mothers of fifty-four of the children said that they 
would give up their jobs and stay at home and nurse their children. This 
information came spontaneously in most cases; however, four of the parents 
in this group had not given this matter any consideration prior to the 
interview. They said that their children had not been sick since they had 
been attending the day nursery, therefore, tentative plans for their care 
during illness had seemed unnecessary to them. 
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Two mothers of three children stated that they kept their adolescent 
daughters out of school to care for the younger children when they were 
ill. Whereupon the question arose as to who would care for the older 
children. Both mothers repliefi that these adolescents were old enough 
to care for themselves if they became sick. 
In the homes of ten of these children who were attending the day 
nursery, there were relatives who could stop working long enough to nurse 
them if they were ill. 
One mother, of four young children, -was living in an ill-kept apart¬ 
ment house with five other families, one of whom she felt sure would "run 
back and forth to see about her children if they were sick.” 
Another mother of three children, who had recently undergone the ex¬ 
perience of having her two-year-old son hospitalized during an attack of 
cerebro-spinal meningitis, stated that she would take either one, or all 
of her children to the hospital if they were ill, because she was 
separated from her husband and the $12.60 she earned each week was in¬ 
sufficient to allow for the services of a private physician. 
The following is a list of the provisions for the care of the children 
during illness* 
Care for Children During Illness Total 
83 
Mother stays home from work ....... 54 
Older children kept out of school .... 3 
Relatives called in  7 
Other relatives in the home  10 
Neighbors  4 
Send children to home of other relatives 2 
Hospitalized .  3 
Ten of the eighty-three children were not attending the Herndon Day 
Nursery on the date that their parents were interviewed for this study. 
These children were convalescing in their homes, and had a total of six 
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diseases, which included pneumonia, bronchitis, cerebro-soinal meningitis, 
measles, complications of an upper respiratory infection, and whocoing 
cough. Three others were still attending the day nursery, but they were 
receiving treatments for their infected tonsil. 
Other Children in Families 
In the fifty-five families, there were one hundred and seven children 
who were less than sixteen years of age. Twenty-four of these children 
were not receiving day nursery care. Sixteen of these were left with no 
supervision; maternal aunts looked after three children and grandmothers 
cared for four. One other was cared for by a maternal cousin. 
The majority of the parents of these children expressed the attitude 
that the children were getting along all right with the type of supervision 
that they were receiving, and in the case of the sixteen who were left 
alone, the parents seemed satisfied, saying that they were old enough to 
care for themselves until some adult came home to care for them. Seven 
of these children were fourteen years old or over, while the ages of the 
other nine ranged from eight to fourteen years. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This is a population study of the children attending the Herndon Day 
Nursery during the months of November and December, 1942. No attempt 
has been made to study the quality of the service rendered but merely 
to determine some of the characteristics of the families from which 
these children came. There were included eighty-three children, coming 
from fifty-five different families. Seven other children were in attend¬ 
ance during the period of study, but the four families from which they 
came could not be located. As a matter of fact, many of the eighty-three 
who were located had moved a number of times without their families 
having notified the day nursery. There is, therefore, indicated need 
for some machinery by which the nursery could have more accurate knowledge 
of the home addresses of the children under its csne. 
Of the fifty-five families studied, thirty-one were composed of 
married parents, who were living with their children. This means that 
the largest number of children, thirty-six, were living in homes which 
they shared with both their fathers and their mothers. Nine others had 
not only a father and a mother, but also adult relatives living in the 
home. Seventeen children were living in homes with their mother and 
other adult relatives, and in fourteen cases, the mother was the only 
adult in the home, while seven children were being cared for in the homes 
where there was only one adult residing. 
In the fifty-five families, there were one hundred and six employed 
persons, including thirty-one fathers, fifty mothers, two children over 
fourteen. Sixty-one were employed in unskilled labor of various sorts, 
among which were domestics, common laborers, a mess attendant, a tire 
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repairman, janitors, stock-boy, waitress, elevator operators, department 
store maids, and a poultry dresser. The hours of work reported for the 
mothers were much longer than those reported for the fathers. Of the 
fifty mothers who were working, twenty-one said that they worked nine 
hours or more each day, one reporting that she worked as many as twelve 
and one-half hours per day. Five mothers were not working, but for 
various reasons preferred to send their children to the day nursery. 
The combined income in the fifty-five families ranged from $26.00 per 
month to $312.09 per month. It is obvious that with such a wide range of 
incomes, a set fee of ten cents per day for each child needs revision. 
Only two of the families stated that they had difficulty in paying the fee 
at the nursery; all of the others seemed to feel that there was no need 
for them to pay as much as they were able to pay, when the day nursery 
services were available for a mere ten cents. 
Eighteen of the fifty-five families were living in one of the Atlanta 
Housing Projects. Except for these eighteen, housing conditions were only 
fair or poor. Many of the families lived in highly congested neighborhoods 
with little or no play space for the children. 
Only twelve of the families were not known to other social agencies 
in Atlanta, the other forty-three being known to one or more agencies. 
The majority of these, or thirty-one of these families, were known to 
other agencies in the field of family or child care, which indicates the 
need for extensive study in regard to the nature of their contacts. 
The largest number of the eighty-three children, thirty of them, was 
between four and sia years of age. Twenty-seven of the children were be¬ 
tween the ages of six and ten, or of school age. Before entering the day 
nursery most of these children had been cared for by their motherp, who 
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were then not working. 
In the fifty-five families, there were twenty-six children who were 
not attending the nursery. Eleven of them were twelve years of age or 
older and fifteen were under twelve years of age. Since the day nursery 
accepts children up to twelve, the question is raised why it is necessary 
for some children to be cared for in the day nursery while others in the 
same age group can remain at home. 
Twenty-seven of the children who attended the Herndon Day Nursery 
during the period of study were children of school age, some of them 
coming to the nursery in the morning and some in the afternoon. The 
children who have been in school all morning and come to the nursery in 
the afternoon, present a special problem. They arrive just when the 
other children are having their rest period *tad are expected to go to 
bed immediately themselves. These older children are full of energy and 
appear to need a different program from that of the little children. 
There ■«ere some serious health problems found among the parents of 
six of the families studied, end among twelve of the children in ten 
other families. It 'was apparent that further study was needed, especially 
in two of these families in which it was evident that they could not 
afford proper medical attention, and needed help in locating available 
resources. 
The children who came to the day nursery in the afternoon, after 
having been in class all morning, were full of energy and presented quite 
a problem in discipline during rest periods. A change in program to meet 
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SCHEDULE I Information as of 
FAMILY 
1. liame Address 
2. Marital status of parents; M W Wd.  Div.  Des . Sep. U.M. 
3. Composition of family groups 
(a) Both parents at home *  Mother only Father only  
(b) Other adults in the home". Specify  
School Grade Hours Care during parents 
absence given by (specify) 
(c) Children under 16. (Underline children in nursery). 
Sex Age 
1.   
2.   
3.    




4. Education (Parents) 
5. 
Illiterate Grade School High Sohool College 
Mother 12345678 9 10 11 12 
Father 12345678 9 10 11 12 
Employment of parents: 
(a) Type of Employment: Domestic Clerical Professional Other (specify) 
Occupation of Father 
M " Mother 
Other employed members 
(b) Wage s: Father Mother Other (specify) 
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Days Irregular Hours: from - to: 
Remarks : 
6. Health of family: specify any known illness or defect. 
Father  
Mother  
Other adults  
Children (Indicate by no. on Fg. $1)  
7. Total income of family and source: 
Income - amt. mo. Source 
TOTAL 
8. Payment for nursery care: 
(1) Amount paid per day per child;  
(2) Number of children paid for  
(3) Regularity of payments: Regular  Irregular 
(4) Amount in Arrears:  
(5) Attitude toward payments:  
9. Housing: 
(1) Number of rooms 
(2) Distance from nursery 
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(3) Amount of rent  
(4) General conditions  
10. Contact with other agencies: 
(1) SSI report  Unknown 
(2) Active at time of study with 
(3) Indications of need for case work services: 
SCHEDULE II 
CHILD 
1. Name  Age  Sex 
2. Attendance* 
(1) Date of first admission âge  
Source of referral   
(2) Regularity of attendance: 
(a) Regular since first attendance   
(b) Irregularly (specify)  
(c) Readmission (specify),  
3. How was child cared for before admission to nursery* 
(1) Mother at home - not employed ______________ 
(2) Relatives - no longer in the home  
(3) Other day nursery (specify) 
(4) Boarded  
(5) Other - specify  
4. Care of child out of nursery* 
(l) Hour child gets up Hour child goes to bed 
(20 ,Breakfast served by whom* 
Mother Father ____ Older child _____ Other (specify) 
(3) Brought to nursery at - time* 
Brought by* 
Mother Father  Older child  Other (specify) 
(4) Called for at - time:    
Called for by* 
Mother Father   Older child  Other (specify) 
(5) How is child cared for after nursery hours* 
(a) Mother home from work*  
(b) Other children at home  
(c) Relative (specify)  
(d) Neighbor  
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5» If child is ill what does mother do* 
(1) Stay home from work  
(2) Keep other children out of school  
(3) Call in other relatives (specify)  
(4) Other (specify)  
6. Vi/hat problems do family recognize in relation to day-time care of 
their children* 
(1) Distance from nursery  
(2) Difference in training 
(3) Child resistive to nursery care (specify cause) 
DAILY ROUTINE OF CHILDREN AT NURSERY 
Hours Infants and Toddlers Kindergarteners School Children 
A. M. P. M. 
7:00 - 8:30 Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast • 
8:30 - 9:00 Free Play Free Play Free Play 
9:00 - 9:30 Free Play Music Free Play 
9:30 - 10:00 Free Play Music Clay Modeling 
10:00 - 10:30 Free Play Story Telling Clay Modeling 
10:30 - 11:00 Between-Meal Snacks Story Telling Clay Modeling 
11:00 - 11:30, Music Creative Arts Creative Arts 
11:30 - 12:9© Toilet Active Games Free Play 
12:00 - 12:15 Lunch Toilet Routine Free Play 
12:15 - 12:30 Lunch Relaxation Toilet Routine 
12:30 - 12-45 Toilet Lunch Lunch 
12:45 - 1:00 Rest Period Lunch Lunch 
1:00 - 1:15 Rest Period Toilet Relaxation 
Optional - Housekeeping) 
1:15 - 1:30 Rest Period Rest period Leave Nursery 
1:|Q - 1:45 Rest Period Rest Period Toilet 
1:45 - 2:00 Rest Period Rest Period Lunch 
2:00 - 2:15 Rest Period Rest Period Rest 
Period 
2:15 - 3:30 Rest Period Rest Period Rest 
Period 
3:30 - 3:45 Toilet Routine Toilet Toilet 
3:45 - 4:00 Milk Milk Milk 
4:00 Dressed to leave Nursery (Same) (Same) 
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